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Date: November 1, 2020 

To: Amy Lutsko, Assistant Director of Trails, Morris County Park Commission 

From: Greg Muray, MCPC Adopt-a-Trail volunteer, JORBA Board Member, 25 year Morris County resident 

CC: Tom Hennigan, President of JORBA 

Re: Recommendations and Considerations for Lewis Morris Trail System. 

Dear Amy, 

Congratulations on your appointment to Assistant Director of Trails.  From our prior conversation,  I can tell you 

have a passion for multi-use trails and a strong desire to improve the network within Morris County.  There is 

certainly lots of potential at parks such as Lewis Morris and, as requested, I am submitting for your consideration a 

number of suggestions, both tactical and strategic, as you put together your plans.   

The COVID crisis has intensified outdoor trail use.  Parking lots at trailheads everywhere are packed like I’ve never 

seen before in 30 years of biking and hiking.  Encounters with other trail users – while very cordial and mutually 

respectful - are much more frequent. This calls for a strategic plan that establishes durable natural surface trails 

that can withstand the pressure of significantly increased usage. 

Note that, while I have extensive experience and training in designing and building multi-use trails, I am not an 

arborist or soil scientist so naturally some of my suggestions may need additional input from said experts. 

Preface: Key Observations of Lewis Morris 

 Hilly terrain, very well suited to providing users with a variety of experiences, but requires mellow grades 

and extensive benchcutting to avoid erosion.   

 Many legacy trails are fall-line and continuously eroding over time. These fall-line trails also encourage 

higher speeds and could increasingly lead to user conflict as trail usage increases (though to this point, 

user conflict at Lewis Morris has not been an issue). 

 Not very rocky, which makes armoring wet, low lying areas difficult as the supply of rocks and stones is 

limited. 

 Extensive population of beech trees, with shallow roots.  This makes it difficult to dig into the mineral soil 

layer when cutting new trails.  

 Soil composition is prone to saturation during wet periods and after the winter thaw, inviting damage to 

trails in low lying areas.   

 Local mountain bike population is passionate about the park, and in the past has contributed hundreds of 

volunteer hours per summer in building and maintaining trails.  There is a regular group ride on 

Wednesdays at 6:00 PM which is a good source for enlisting volunteers. 

Overarching Themes to Consider in the Strategic Plan 

 Start with tactical fixes to prevent further erosion. These can be a combination of minor reroutes, grade 

reversals, rolling grade dips and/or nicks in areas prone to puddling to allow water to drain.  These are 

noted on the attached map on Page 3. 

 Then, consider a first phase for the strategic plan that aims to replace or reposition trails within the 

existing network. These are noted on the attached map on Pages 4 and 5. 
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 Following this, consider expanding the trail network within certain targeted areas to provide more 

hiking/riding terrain, potentially including some one-way “flow” trails for more experienced riders. These 

are noted on the attached map on Page 6.  The Kingdom Trails Association in northern Vermont has done 

this very effectively.  

 Consider use of mechanized trail building equipment to do the heavy work, with volunteers to assist in 

refining and “dressing” the trails.  This has worked well for JORBA work at Dickerson Mine in Randolph 

and Six Mile Run in Blackwells Mills, for example.  This has several benefits, including consistent 

application of trail grade standards (assumes the operator is so trained), and avoiding volunteer burnout 

due to extensive manual labor.  

 Consider building boardwalks and other structures where there is no other option to avoid low-lying areas 

prone to water flow and mud.  There are a few areas in the park where undeground springs make for 

muddy going no matter the time of year.   Boardwalks have been used successfully in several parks, 

including Six Mile Run  and Pine Hill Park (Rutland VT). In addition to helping with trail sustainability, they 

add variety to the trail experience. 

 Consider more “twisty” trails.  These not only add variety and “flow” to the experience but also, if done 

right, can control speed.  Other techniques such as trail chokes are another tool to consider.  We had 

some at the end of the yellow trail near Sunrise Lake so that riders slowed down before entering the fire-

road, which is often crowded with hikers and fisherpersons, but they have been moved off the trail for 

some reason.  You’ll now see evidence of a “berm” forming near the trail head from riders at speed 

heading downhill.   

 Consider more use of switchbacks to maintain sustainable grades and rectify erosion 

 Consider periodic trail closure during the spring thaw.  This is a controversial suggestion for many reasons, 

but has been put into effect at some parks (such as Nockamixon in PA) given the propensity for damage 

that requires extensive correction and takes park and volunteer resources away from other potential 

projects. If this were to be considered, it would require a) monitoring by MCPC to determine propensity 

for damage at any given point and b) policing by MCPC to ensure compliance of park users.  Worth an 

extensive discussion, for sure, before pursuing.  

 Consider permanently discontinuing the hosting of “mudder” events.  Several of these were held in the 

past and they did irreperable harm to the trails. The work required to recticy the damage, frankly, 

resulted in the loss of a number of our past volunteers.   If they are to be held, I suggest isolating specific 

areas that are set aside for this purpose.   

 For mountain bike races, ensure that the route begins with a fair amount of fire road to enable the field of 

racers to spread out  before entering singletrack. Weave in periodic fire road stretches to allow for 

overtaking.  This mitigates some of the widening that can otherwise occur on singletrack.  

 

On the following pages, I’ve outlined some specific suggestions within the trail network and park proper. 
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Tactical Remediation: 

These are areas where minor repairs/remediation are needed/recommended.  

 

 

1) Multiple muddy spots.  Consider IMBA “nicks” or minor reroutes to slightly higher ground 

2) Perennial wet area. Suspect underground spring.  Consider boardwalk or bridge 

3) Some gullying happening on switchbacks.  Minor reroute (but have to be careful of Jockey Hollow border) 

4) Need “chokes” to be reinstalled to control speed entering the fire road.  Boulders are there, just have to 

be relocated back onto the trail in alternating left/right fashion. 
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Strategic Remediation (Existing Trail Network, no Expansion): 

These are areas where I recommend reroutes and/or closures.  

 

 

1) This section of yellow singletrack could be rerouted into the small field between the fire road and the 

trail.  This would be a small, twisty section to add variety and slow the acceleration of water on the 

singletrack that is causing gullying further down the trail.  

2) The trail here is a legacy fall line trail that is mainly loose rocks due to erosion.  Suggest minor 

switchbacked reroute into the indicated area to control erosion and speed.  

3) This trail is also loose rocks down the fall line.  We had built a meandering reverse grade trail that criss-

crossed the fall line trail, with the goal to close the fall line trail.  Despite having verbal approval from 

MCPC when we built it, it was closed a few years ago since it wasn’t on the documented trail plan.  It can 

be relatively easily re-introduced.  
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Strategic Remediation (Existing Trail Network, no Expansion): CONTINUED 

4) The lower part of the orange trail has sections that are too steep and thus prone to erosion. Recommend 

a few additional switchbacks.  

5) The western section of this trail, which was originally benchcut into the hill, has eroded badly since the 

grade is too steep.  Recommend re-routing this trail with more mellow grades and switchbacks.  

Alternatively the existing trail could be shored up with stone cribbing on the outer edge, and new soil 

added from “borrow holes” in the surrounding area, along with occasional rolling grade dips to divert 

water.  

6) The green trail used to be on the west side of the stream many years ago and was hiking only.  The 

current trail was benchcut into the hill on the east side of the stream and meant to be multi-use (though 

the map says otherwise).   The problem with this is that the hillside is too steep, full of beech,  with a trail 

bed that is not wide enough, resulting in a rooty trail where riders don’t always stick to the trail.  I 

recommend closing this and re-opening the trail on the opposite side of the stream, where it used to be, 

and building a proper bridge to cross over the stream back to the blue trail near the collection pond.  

7) The trail from the bridge up along the hillside was initially benchcut  by hand by volunteers.  

Unfortunately, before it could be completed, a Kubota machine was used to essentially bulldoze a wide, 

fall-line track that to this day continues to erode. There is no real alternative way to route this trail given 

the hillside so I recommend rebuilding it with new soil and installing rolling grade dips to shed water and 

control erosion. 

8) This area is somewhat of a “valley” or “bowl” where water collects from the surrounding hillsides.  I 

recommend armoring this trail with rocks and an occasional low boardwalk to mitigate mud and trail 

damage.  
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Strategic Remediation (Expanded Trail Network): 

These are areas where I believe additional trails can be added to improve the park’s variety of experiences.  

 

 

1) These areas of the park could hold a twisty loop that connects with yellow 

2) These two areas are gullies that could be turned into one-way, twisty downhill “Sidewinder” type trails in 

the direction of the arrows, similar to those employed at Kingdom Trails VT and Pine Hill VT.  The nature 

of these trails is such that water only flows down the gully while the vast majority of  trail surface is 

benchcut into the hillside alternating left and right.  

I hope you find these suggestions useful and additive to your emerging strategic plan. I’m happy to offer any other 

guidance and/or serve in a regular advisory capacity as you move forward.   Please let me know how else I can help 

and I look forward to seeing great improvements in our trail network over time. 
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